geko
The compact GPS Navigator

The Geko series follows in the footsteps of Garmin’s
successful eTrex product range.
These Gekos are compact, waterproof and have a userfriendly interface with features such as ‘one-touch
waypoint marking’. These products however, are slimmer
and lighter than the eTrex family, feature front-button
functionality and operate on
two AAA batteries

Exclusively distributed
throughout Australasia by:

Website: www.gme.net.au

geko

The Geko 101 is the perfect low-cost

The compact GPS Navigator

device for navigational novices. It has five buttons,

Features

(Up/Zoom-out, Down/Zoom-in, OK, Page, and Power/
Backlight) for easy one-hand use. Also featuring a 250
waypoint storage capacity with graphic
identification to mark campsites, parking spots
and specific locations.

The Geko 201 is for adventurers who want
to graduate up to the next level of outdoor navigation.
This powerful device has the basic functions of
the Geko 101 with an added user-configurable trip computer
and 10,000 log points for auto recording of electronic

 Accuracy: 14 metres or less
 Compact size: 100 mm (H) x 47
mm (W) x 25 mm (D).

 Weight: Only 88 grams with
batteries, (Geko 101/201),
96.5 grams (Geko 301).

 Screen size: 46 mm (diagonal)
 Screen resolution: 100 (H) x

‘breadcrumb trails’.
The Geko 201 is also packed with several games that

64 (W) pixel count.

transform the great outdoors into a virtual board

 Battery life: Up to 12 hours (Geko

game. Chase a virtual lizard into Geko Smak, match

101/201), 16 hours (Geko 301) with
typical use, on two AAA batteries.

symbols in a grid version of Memory Race, navigate
to reference points without crossing one’s trail in

 Waypoint/route storage:

Nibbons, and collect symbols along a path in

250/0 (Geko 101)
500/20 (Geko 201/301)

Virtual Maze.

 Auto track storage:

The Geko 301 has all the features of the
Geko 201, plus an electronic compass and barometric
altimeter. The compass provides a bearing while standing
still, and the altimeter determines your precise altitude
and provides a 12 hour pressure-trend tool for gauging
changing weather conditions.
The Geko 301 also includes an extra interactive game,
Gekoids, which takes advantage of the electronic compass.

3,000 trackpoints (Geko 101)
10,000 trackpoints and 10 saved
tracks (Geko 201/301).

 Trip Odometer functions:
Average/maximum speed; average/
maximum distance; total trip time.

 Waterproof construction:
Submersible for 30 minutes in one
meter of water (IPX-7 standards).

 WGS84, AGD66, AGD84, GDA
and NZ Mapping
Grid included.

 Built-in electronic compass:
(Geko 301 only), with barometric
altimeter.

 External port: For PC connectivity
and external power,
(Geko 201/301 only).
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